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ANSTAR OY, a family business from Lahti, 
Finland, is currently celebrating its anniversary. 
Specialising in the sales and manufacture 
of concrete structure connections and 
composite beams, the company was founded 
in 1981 and has now been involved in the 
construction business for 40 years. 

Over the decades, Anstar has grown into 
an international operator doing business 
around the world. The company designs and 
manufactures its own products and design 
software for its customers. Finnish quality has 
always been the starting point for Anstar.

SMART STEEL™ CONCEPT AT 
THE HEART OF EVERYTHING
Anstar has brought many products and 
software applications to the market over the 
decades. The first hidden brackets, composite 
beams and software were all introduced 
around the turn of the millennium.

SMART STEEL™ is the philosophy of 
Anstar’s work. It means smart construction 
and enables efficient, modern construction 

even in difficult conditions. Anstar 
manufactures all its products itself. Domestic 
production has been Anstar’s competitive 
advantage through the decades.

– We have grown and developed with the 
industry and our customers. I’m very proud 
of where we are now, but at the same time 
we are looking strongly into the next 40 
years. We intend to keep the same ideology 
at the centre of our operations in the future, 
says Tero Viljakainen, Managing Director of 
Anstar.

SUCCESS THROUGH FAMILY BUSINESS
Viljakainen is leading Anstar in the footsteps 
of his father, Kari Viljakainen. Staff well-being 
and appreciation have always been central to 
the family business. Tero Viljakainen gives a 
lot of praise to his people.

– Our employees don’t just work here – 
they are really interested in how we are doing 
and how we can get better and better. It is 
part of our operating culture that everyone 
comes up with ideas and develops Anstar. It 

brings motivation and gives meaning to the 
work.

THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT
Having reached the age of forty years, 
Anstar does not intend to make any major 
changes to its business ideology. On the other 
hand, there will certainly be some revamps 
and developments, because the ideology 
obliges the company to keep up with the 
development – and drive it.

– As regards materials and 3D printing, for 
example, there will surely be changes even 
in such a traditional industry. People always 
come up with better ways of doing things. 
Technology is also becoming increasingly 
important in the construction industry.

– We are moving forward on the path of 
growth and development. We want Anstar to 
be an innovative and increasingly international 
player in its field even in 40 years’ time. This 
anniversary year is a great thing, but we are 
already looking strongly towards the future 
and the next steps, Viljakainen says.

Tero Viljakainen
Managing Director
044 761 3510

40 YEARS OF 
SMART CONSTRUCTION

1981 Hollola
KARI Viljakainen 
establishes Anstar Ky 
in Alikartano, Hollola. 
Personnel: 2.

1980s
MAIN PRODUCTS  
include fastening plates, 
APK® column shoes and 
ATP and ALP® anchor bolts.

1988 Villähde
NEW facilities in 
Villähde, Nastola. 
Personnel: 10.

1989 Anstar Oy
FROM KY (limited partnership) 
to Oy (limited company). 
Automation of production 
started by acquiring the first 
welding robot.

1990s
AEP® HIDDEN BRACKETS  
launched, becoming 
the most used connection 
on the market.

1992 Coljoint
QUICK DIMENSIONING 
SOFTWARE Coljoint for 
bolt and column shoe 
dimensioning.
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2000 growth
NEW production building 
with focus on the production 
of ties, anchor bolts and 
column shoes.

2003 new products
A-TYPE COMPOSITE BEAM  
manufacture begins, A-BEAM®

and quick dimensioning 
software launched.

2010–2020 new 
products and updates
PRODUCTS in compliance with the 
European standards, time for intense 
development and launching of new 
products and design software.

2007 extension
BUILDING extension for 
the growing composite 
beam production.

2012 Europe
ANSTAR internationalisation 
continues: Sweden, 
Germany, the Baltic 
countries.

2021 anniversary
ANSTAR celebrates 
its 40th anniversary. 
Personnel: 70. Deliveries 
to 30 countries.

RESPONSIBILITY is at the heart of 
everything Anstar does. This has 
always been our starting point, in 
all areas of business. For example, 
energy consumption is high in a 
company like ours. We have installed 
solar panels on the roof of our 
factory, providing up to 20% of our 
annual energy consumption. In any 
case, we only use 100% renewable 
energy with a guarantee of origin.

We want to contribute to 
environmental efforts and do what 
we can for sustainable development. 
We also take environmental matters 
into account in other areas, such 
as logistics. We use transport 
companies that are determined 
to reduce emissions and fuel 
consumption.

OUR OWN SOLAR ENERGY

WE have published our new product 
catalogue for 2021. In addition to our 
products, the catalogue includes useful 
information, such as product-specifi c 
resistance calculations and fastening 
area calculation profi les as well as 
information on software suitable for the 

design. Make sure you have the latest 
product information. 

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 2021 
HAS BEEN PUBLISHED

ANSTAR is launching the new A-BEAM W®, the 
most modern composite beam in the world. In 
addition to the composite beam, the ABEAM 
software associated with the beam is updated to 
version ABEAM 5.0. In the new software version, 
the beam structure has been redesigned. At the 
same time, the beam selection and thin-shell slab 
structures have been increased. 

ADVANCED IN MANY WAYS:
• Recycled steel has also been utilised in the 

manufacturing
• Possibility to use ecological concrete
• Manufactured using renewable energy
• More environmentally-friendly: EPD certifi cate
• Lighter
• Lower emissions
• More cost-effi cient

– The new A-BEAM W® composite beam is 
a next-generation product that no one else can 
provide. Again, we have succeeded in innovating 
something clearly new and better, which fi ts in 
nicely with Anstar’s 40th anniversary.

THE MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY-
FRIENDLY A-BEAM W® COMPOSITE 

”The new A-BEAM W® composite 
beam is a next-generation product 
that no one else can provide.”

The ABEAM software is used for 
preliminary design of A-BEAM S®- and 
W®-type composite beams in hollow-
core slab fl oors for design-and-build 
deal reference plans.
• The software calculates the 

preliminary dimensions for composite 
beams based on the loads.

• The software uses the A-BEAM W®- 
and S®-type beam selection.

• Anstar is responsible for the fi nal 
dimensioning of the beams.

Download the updated ABEAM 5.0 
from our website 
www.anstar.fi /en/software

ABEAM 
SOFTWARE

Download the product catalogue 
from www.anstar.fi /en/news
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ANSTAR is delivering approx. 5.5 kilometres 
of its concrete-filled A-BEAM W® composite 
beams and other connection pieces for the 
new North Savo hospital. Concrete-filled 
composite beams speed up construction 
and take moisture control into account. 
The properties of A-BEAM W® facilitate 
construction in confined spaces, in the 
middle of existing buildings. The deliveries 
began in summer 2020 and will probably 
continue until late 2021. Uusi Sydän (New 
Heart) is an extensive hospital unit with a 
gross area of approx. 60,000 m2. The new 

construction and renovation work for the 
main hospital will continue in stages until 
2025.

– After receiving the invitation to tender, 
we considered the most sensible way to 
implement this project. We decided to offer 
prefilled A-Beam W beams, which give the 
customer a clear advantage in both the site 
implementation and the costs, especially 
when viewing the project as a whole, says 
Jarmo Vaskelainen, Project Manager at 
Anstar. 

– Since our cooperation with Anstar went 

well in phase 1, it was natural to ask them for 
an offer for phase 2. When we received an 
award for our work in phase 1C1, we felt that 
it was precisely thanks to good cooperation 
both within the alliance and with our chosen 
partners, such as Anstar. When Anstar 
offered the precast A-Beam W beams for the 
second part, instead of A-Beam S beams to 
be filled on the site, it was an easy choice to 
order the steel beams from Anstar for part 
1C2, too. The prefilled beams make work 
on the site a lot easier, says Pentti Leskinen, 
Work Manager at Rakennusliike Lapti.

A-BEAM W® COMPOSITE
BEAMS FOR THE KYS 
UUSI SYDÄN HOSPITAL

+70
staff

+30
sites in different countries

over 7 million 
products delivered

40
years in the business

Anstar is a Finnish family business established in 1981. We offer concrete structure connections and composite beams
manufactured in Finland for our customers worldwide. Anstar’s technical support will help you with all your questions
relating to concrete connections. Anstar’s specialists may also develop solutions to customer-specific connection
problems. Anstar’s SMART STEEL™ concept enables efficient, modern construction even in difficult conditions.

ANSTAR OY
Erstantie 2, FI-15540 Villähde, Finland
anstar@anstar.fi
www.anstar.fi
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• A-BEAM® composite beams, 1.4 km
• Gross area approx. 60,000 m2

Main designer: Stiba AB
Builder: Serneke AB
Frame contractor: Nybergs Svets AB

COURTHOUSE, 
CASTELLUM AB, 
JÖNKÖPING, SWEDEN

• Concrete-filled A-BEAM W® 
composite beams, approx. 5,5 km

• Gross area approx. 60,000 m2

Structural design:
A-Insinöörit Suunnittelu Oy
Builder: Rakennusliike Lapti Oy

KYS UUSI SYDÄN, KUOPIO

A-BEAM® 

Brackets

Bolts and shoes 

AEP® hidden bracket

A-BEAM® 

AOK® support

• A-BEAM W® composite beams, 2.5 km
• Gross area approx. 18,750 m2

Structural design: Optiplan Oy
Builder: NCC Property Development

NEXT KEILANIEMI, HELSINKI
 

AEP® hidden bracket

A-BEAM W® 

Bolts and shoes


